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INFLUENCE OF FOREST DENSITY ON BEDLOAD MOVEMENT IN A SMALL
MOUNTAIN STREAM

by

Burchard H. Heede

ABSTRACT

In contrast to three ephemeral streams in the vicinity, Tony Bear Creek, a small
perennial stream in the White Mountains of Arizona, showed strong relationships among
parameters of hydraulic geometry. Distances between gravel bars and log steps showed
an inverse relationship with gradient (r2 = 0.95). Shape factor and width -depth ratio
increased upstream (r2 = 0.98 and 0.90, respectively), indicating depth decrease to-
ward the headwaters. The longitudinal profile is concave, and small, infrequent chan-
nel bars suggest that sediment movement is small. In contrast to the ephemeral streams,
Tony Bear Creek is thus judged to be in dynamic equilibrium. Proportion of log steps
to total steps (gravel bars plus logs) was much smaller in Tony Bear Creek (about 16 %)
than in five other mountain streams (about 50 %). While all other streams ran through
dense forests, only 60% of Tony Bear Creek was in forest, of which 13% had been selec-
tively cut. Thus, forest density determined the proportion of logs incorporated into
the stream hydraulic system, which in turn affects bedload movement.

GENERAL DEBRIS -- GRAVEL BAR RELATIONSHIPS

Investigations of several small mountain streams in Colorado and Arizona (unusual
peak discharges may reach 25 c.f.s.) have shown that heavy organic debris from forests
is incorporated into the channels (Heede 1972, 1975, 1976). There it plays an active
role in the slope adjustment processes, and thus becomes a part of the hydraulic geom-
etry of the streams.

Most high -gradient mountain streams (average gradients > 0.05 ft /ft) are located
in V- shaped valleys or on narrow valley bottoms. These narrow valleys do not allow
stream alignment changes, such as formation of meanders, or other hydraulic adjust-
ments-- pronounced width increases, for instance --as a means of slope adjustment. In-
stead, the streams adjust mainly by establishing numerous gravel bars. The process
leading to gravel bar formation is bedload movement. If logs and branches form
barriers (log steps) across the bed, bedload movement is reduced above these structures
and gravel bars do not develop.

My past research has shown that, in small streams at or near dynamic equilibrium,
there is an inverse linear relationship between number of gravel bars and log steps
and channel gradient. Furthermore, numbers of gravel bars decrease with increasing
numbers of log steps. Thus heavy forest debris available to small stream channels
evidently determines intensity of bedload movement and resulting gravel bar formations.
All former study streams were located within uncut forests or forested buffer strips.
Availability of forest debris was therefore dependent only on random fall of trees and
large branches; effects of forest density changes could not be studied.

Objectives of the present investigations were to (1) study gravel bar versus log
step relationships in a stream flowing through a forest of variable density, and (2)
evaluate channel characteristics in perennial and ephemeral streams.

A RECENT EVALUATION

Data collected previously on five streams (Heede 1972, 1975, 1976) were compared
with recently acquired data on a perennial stream in the White Mountains of Arizona- -
Tony Bear Creek.

The author is Principal Hydraulic Engineer, USDA Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Forest
and Range Experiment Station, Forestry Sciences Laboratory located at Tempe, Arizona,
in cooperation with Arizona State University; central headquarters are maintained at
Fort Collins, in cooperation with Colorado State University.
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The previous investigations dealt with two perennial streams of the Colorado
Rocky Mountains (Fool Creek and Deadhorse Creek), and three ephemeral streams of the
Arizona White Mountains (North and South Thomas Creek, West Willow Creek). All streams
passed through an elevation zone ranging from 10,000 to 8,000 ft.

Tony Bear Creek drains Burro Mountain watershed at an elevation of approximately
8,850 ft. Stream length is about 1.9 mi, but the streamgaging station is installed
0.6 mi upstream from the confluence with a tributary of the Black River. The yearly
peak flow has averaged 3.9 c.f.s. during the last 15 yrs. In this period, annual pre-
cipitation ranged between 23.53 and 47.33 inches and averaged 31.69 inches. The geo-
logic formations are of volcanic origin and are represented mainly by basalts. Soils
of the channel banks generally are alluvium, but the bed itself is predominantly ar-
mored by gravel and rocks.

Since Tony Bear Creek carries perennial flow, comparison with the Colorado streams
should strengthen characteristics common to perennial streams, and by the same token,
may divide it from ephemeral ones.

CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

PERENNIAL STREAMS

The perennial streams, although located in two different mountain ranges support-
ing different forest types, showed similarities in hydraulic geometry. All had a con-
cave profile and exhibited strong relationships between step length of bed structures
and channel gradient (fig. 1), as well as between gravel bar,B and log steps. In Tony
Bear Creek, for example, the coefficient of determination (r4) for the step length --
gradient relationship was 0.75. In Deadhorse Creek, which averaged 4.8 log steps per
50 ft of channel, only 37 percent of the total bed structures were gravel bars, while
in Fool Creek, which averaged 2.5 log steps per 50 ft of channel, 53 percent of the
structures were gravel bars.
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Figure 1. --Step length -- channel gradient relationships in perennial
streams. While Deadhorse Creek and Fool Creek, both of the Colorado
Rocky Mountains, and Tony Bear Creek of the Arizona White Mountains,
are true perennial streams, West Willow Creek, also of the Arizona
White Mountains, could best be described as quasi -perennial.

In Tony Bear Creek, the width -depth ratio (the coefficient of bank -to -bank width
divided by mean depth) and the shape factor (the coefficient of maximum depth divided
by mean depth) were closely related to channel gradient (r2 = 0.98 and 0.90, respec-
tively) when bank -full stage was considered. Both parameters increased upstream,
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signifying decreasing depth toward the headwater, a well -known criterion for streams
in dynamic equilibrium.

Leopold and Maddock's (1953) methods for the treatment of hydraulic variables
were applied to Fool Creek. These authors found that hydraulic characteristics of
stream channels -- such as depth, width, and velocity -- vary as some power function
of the discharge. It was found that Fool Creek behaved like larger streams, but the
coefficients of the functions were closest to another yet much larger mountain stream,
Brandywine Creek in Pennsylvania (Wolman 1955, Heede 1972). Discharges of Deadhorse
Creek and Tony Bear Creek were too small relative to instrument errors to permit math-
ematical treatment of the flows.

Sediment loads were extremely small in all perennial streams. This was indicated
in Tony Bear Creek by rare occurrences of bars, and lack of meaningful sediment accu-
mulations in the stilling basin of the streamgaging tation after 15 yrs of operation.
Average annual sediment yield amounted to 297 ft3 /mi4 from Fool Creek and 147 ft3 /mi4
from Deadhorse Creek (Leaf 1966).

Channel morphology, hydraulic geometry, and sediment load characteristics indi-
cated that the perennial streams were in dynamic equilibrium.

When step length -- gradient relationships were tested on West Willow Creek, it was
found that this ephemeral stream behaved like the perennial streams (fig. 1). Compar-
ison of flow frequencies with the other ephemeral streams indicated that the ephemeral
status of West Willow Creek is borderline (Heede 1976); it may be described better as
a quasi -perennial stream. Only during 3 percent of the 10 -yr record period was the
channel dry (no flow for more than 6 consecutive days). In contrast, the ephemeral
Thomas Creeks were dry 14 percent of the time during the same period. Thus, more
energy could be expended by West Willow Creek than by the truly ephemeral streams.

The greater activity in West Willow Creek appears to be expressed also by its
linear longitudinal profile. This profile is closer to being concave, as in the peren-
nial streams, than convex. It is justifiable to relate West Willow Creek's linear
profile to flow activities mainly, because of relatively homogeneous volcanic geology
and lack of detectable changes in geologic structure on the watershed as well as miss-
ing channel storage changes. Also major tributaries are absent from this small water-
shed (290 acres). Under such conditions, once dynamic equilibrium is attained, the
long profile will be concavely shaped.

In contrast to the perennial streams, sediment loads were high at times in West
Willow Creek, and width -depth ratio and shape factor apparently were not related to
channel gradient. It was concluded that West Willow Creek was closer to attaining
dynamic equilibrium than were the Thomas Creeks. This conclusion was strengthened
when additional morphologic aspects were examined. For example, main channel headcuts
were found in the Thomas Creeks but not in West Willow Creek.

Overall, in a given period of time, perennial and quasi -perennial streams can
expend more energy in the channel forming processes than can ephemeral flows. Dynamic
equilibrium can therefore be attained earlier in perennial than ephemeral streams, if
factors such as uplift are not at work.

EPHEMERAL STREAMS

In the truly ephemeral Thomas Creeks, no meaningful relationships could be found
between hydraulic geometry parameters or their consistency in upstream or downstream
development.

Sediment movement had to be judged from channel deposits, since channels were dry
or supported only shallow flows during the study periods. North and South Thomas Creek
channels covered only one -half and three -quarters of their total valley lengths, re-
spectively. The channels began with an abrupt headcut on the gentle valley floor.
Headcutting is expected to proceed unrestricted into the unchannelized portions of the
watersheds when flows of sufficient magnitude occur and substantial sediment loads will
be added to the flows. Indeed, numerous types of bars as well as frequent scars at bed
nickpoints indicated that sediment transport was intense at certain times. This inten-
sity was illustrated by the fact that all major gravel bars and log steps were filled
to their crest by sediment deposits. The longitudinal profiles were convex.

Thus, the Thomas Creeks differed drastically from the perennial streams in most
morphology and behavior characteristics. Considering all factors and parameters exam-
ined, it was decided that these ephemeral streams were not in dynamic equilibrium.

LOG STEP -- FOREST DENSITY RELATIONSHIP

In the foregoing section, it was shown that Tony Bear Creek behaved like other
perennial mountain streams studied. Similarity was established for hydraulic geometry
parameters and for the role of forest debris in the slope adjustment processes (fig. 1).
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In Tony Bear Creek, however, only 16 percent of all bed structures were built by debris
compared with 41 to 63 percent in the other streams (Table 1). Relative forest density
and tree distribution along the stream courses were therefore examined.

Table 1. -- Average flow and channel characteristics of small mountain streams.

Longitudinal Channel Spacing of bars
Stream profile Peak flow1/ gradient and log steps Log steps

c.f.s. ft /ft ft Percent of
all bed

structures

Perennial flow

Fool Creek Concave 14.2 0.102 9.1 46

Deadhorse Creek Concave 7.8 .137 6.5 62

Tony Bear Creek Concave 3.4 .067 16.0 16

Quasi- perennial flow

W. Willow Creek Linear 1.9 .051 16.8 63

Ephemeral flow

N. Thomas Creek Convex 1.6 .092 17.0 65

S. Thomas Creek Convex 1.2 .076 15.8 41

1 /For reasons of comparability, water year 1973 was excluded in calculation of
averages, because a storm occurred with a several- hundred -year return period.

The Arizona ephemeral streams are located in virgin old growth mixed conifer
forests. Forest openings along the streams are sporadic and small (normally, a few
hundred ft2). Large amounts of debris are available. South Thomas Creek, for example,
averaged about 10 tons per acre of debris larger than 3 inches in diameter within and
alongside the channel. The Colorado streams also run through old growth spruce -fir
forest with large quantities of debris.

In contrast, only 60 percent of the length of Tony Bear Creek is lined by old
growth mixed conifer forest. Meadows line the remaining 40 percent. Logging before
the 1950's was selective. In 1958 -59, seven blocks were either clearcut or "commer-
cially clearcut" to study the effects of clearcutting on water yield and other aspects
of land management (Jones 1967). The clearcut blocks were located away from the
stream, so that a minimum 100 -ft buffer strip was left between channel and clearcut.
Another 13 percent of the stream -side forest was selectively cut. This cut was applied
on the east bank only, while on the opposite bank, clearcut blocks, forest and meadows
formed a checkerboard pattern. Some stream -side logging had also been performed during
early harvest operations. It was not possible, therefore, to distinguish between log
steps established in selective cuts and clearcuts.

CONCLUSIONS

The log step -- gravel bar relationship on Tony Bear Creek substantiates the postu-
late that availability of debris influences bedload movement and development of gravel
bars. Hydraulic geometry parameters suggest that Tony Bear Creek is typical of the
perennial streams studied, as does the log step -- channel gradient relationship. Each
stream has its own characteristic relationship, however (fig. 1). The large slope
difference in the regression curves between perennial and ephemeral stream groups may
suggest regional influences; a family of curves may exist for small mountain streams
of a physiographic or mountainous region.

Logging debris can form steps in the channel, or may even clog the channel, if
logging clean -up is not adequate. Our data indicate, however, that clean -up was ade-
quate at Tony Bear Creek.

Quantitative relationships between forest density and log step formation in small
mountain streams would be useful tools for forest managers, who can influence bedload
movement by maintaining a stream -side forest that delivers either large or small
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volumes of heavy debris for log step formation. In future research, several classes
of forest densities, related to type, age and health of the forest, should be consid-
ered.
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